
The luxury day



• On Thursday, on October 8th we visited 
two hotels;  in the morning we visited the 
hotel du Collectionneur. It is a large 
Parisian  hotel situated in the 8th district, 
51 – 57, rue de Courcelles.

• The hotel has 478 rooms and suites.

• The manager was a fan of transatlantic 
boats;  that’s why the hotel is designed as 
a boat.



The hotel du Collectionneur





rooms

• Situated around the Andalusian Patio, 478 

rooms and suites from 30 to 150 m ² offer an 

exceptional setting in full heart Paris. Studied 

carefully, their decoration is inspired by the 

biggest designers of  Art deco. 41 rooms and 

suites enjoy a private terrace some of which 

overlook the Eiffel Tower. The customers staying 

in the executive floors benefit from one 

executive lounge and numerous privileges. 



Classic room

Deluxe suite

Presidential suite

Royal suite



The spa

• A real heaven of peace, the spa Décléor and 
Carita proposes well-being and relaxation in a 
space of more than 400 m ². Entirely dressed in 
a mosaic in soothing colors, its intimist and 
luxurious decoration becomes perfectly 
integrated into the spirit of the hotel. It contains 
about ten rooms, a big Jacuzzi, a bath of 
hydrotherapy with jets of massage, a sauna, an 
oriental hammam and a fitness room. Personal 
trainers propose personalized exercises indoor 
or near the Parc Monceau. 



The saffron

• The restaurant The Saffron is the Parisian Art deco 
address, revealing its terraces and a cooking marrying 
skillfully French gastronomy and the flavors of the world. 
Of a capacity of 240 covers and wide glass windows 
opening on three raised and flowery terraces, several 
spaces will allow you to savor a meal in a different 
setting. For breakfast, lunch or  dinner, without forgetting  
brunch on Sunday, the chef develops a French cooking 
which uses the flavors of the world. Our parking lot is 
available free of charge depending on availability for the 
clientele. 





The purple bar

• All in purple, this elegant bar attracts a 
very eclectic clientele. Savor one of the 
exclusive cocktail parties, be surprised 
during our evening tasting sessions,  and 
relax in one of the alcoves in the retro 
charm. Do not miss the Live evenings 
Music du Purple Bar which is one of the 
most desired places of the capital... 



The trianon palace 

• In the aftenoon we visited the Trianon 

Palace which is a four-star hotel 

• The hotel has got  199 rooms and suites

• It could be a five-star but, to keep an 

importante clientele (companies which are 

organising metings in four- star hotels,  

they want to keep their four stars. 



story

• During the first world war, the hotel was an 

English hospital, during  world war two it 

was an important place for the general 

German army; then, after the war, it 

became  a hotel from 1945 to today 





Famous people

• The hotel has already welcome famous 

people like the singers Charles Aznavour 

and Michael Jackson or celebrities like 

Kim Kardashian and Kenny West or the 

PSG’s football team



The Spa

• The hotel has got a spa which,  many 

years ago,  has been named the most 

famous spa in Europe. The spa is 

composed from a swimming pool, a spa, a 

fitness area and many relaxation areas.




